Travel the world with the 100 best blogs

(Hamburg, March 24th, 2017) Language portal bab.la is honoured to unveil the most influential and inspiring travel and expat blogs of 2017 on its annual Top 100 Bloggers Abroad! The ultimate goal of the competition is to discover the best online resources about travelling and life in a foreign country - on its ninth edition, the contest has compiled participants from all continents and reached over 8,700 votes!

The best expat blog chosen by the bab.la user community this year has been E-Dublin – after having won in 2010 and 2015, the site prides itself on being the absolute reference for Brazilians living or looking to make the move to the Emerald Isle. The Bloggers Abroad runners up are the Danish travel enthusiast Vendelia-travels and the Italian blog Vivere Thai – the former inspires her readers with her passion for travelling and history and the latter represents the key source for Italians who wish to turn Thailand into their home. The absolute winner of the competition will be awarded an action camera by Redleaf and the top 10 blogs will receive amazing ChatterBags!

„Bloggers Abroad shows once more the beauty, diversity and cultural richness of our world – there is so much to see out there, so many places to visit, so many things to experience“ says Karolina Góra, Bloggers Abroad Project Manager. „We hope that getting to know the personal stories and exciting experiences of these bloggers will encourage anyone who still feels a bit hesitant, to make the move and embark on an adventure abroad too“.

About bab.la:

bab.la is an interactive language portal and an online magazine for expats offering bilingual dictionaries, blog articles about life abroad, language quizzes, and language games all for free. Currently available for 28 different languages (English, Arabic, Chinese, Czech, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, French, Esperanto, German, Greek, Hindi, Hungarian, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Spanish, Swahili, Swedish, Thai, Turkish and Vietnamese), the site operates on a wiki-style model, allowing users to contribute content and feedback. bab.la was founded in 2007 and since April 2015 has been part of the Oxford Dictionaries family at Oxford University Press.
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